Guns & Gear

Lincoln’s
Richard Atkins tests the Lincoln Elite De luxe: a very attractive gun and a fine performer
Richard Atkins has been
shooting clays since the early
1960s. He is a prolific author
of articles on shotguns,
cartridges and technique
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Tech spec
Make:

Lincoln

Model:

Elite de Luxe

Type:

Over/Under shotgun

Bore:

20 / 76 (3”) chambers

Overall length:

45½”

Barrel length:

28” (30” option)

Weight:

6lbs 7oz (2.92 Kg)

Trigger:

Single selective (mechanically operated)

Safety:

Automatic (can be de-activated by gunsmith)

Trigger pulls:

4 lbs 10oz (bottom) & 4lbs 14oz (top)

Top rib:

6mm wide parallel RVR

Chokes:

FAIR Technichokes (5 supplied)

Pull length:

365mm (14.5”)

Drop at comb:

37mm (1.45”)

Drop at heel:

56mm (2.2”)

Cast:

3mm @ heel and 6mm @ toe

SRP:

£1,299 (includes hard case etc)

UK distributor:

John Rothery (Wholesale) Ltd

At the clay club it
immediately drew admiring
glances, compliments and
requests to have go with it

See www.bisley-uk.com for details of your nearest dealer
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Sideplates are purely for added
decoration, sliding into action
body sides

It has large and
replaceable trunnions
in the receiver front
side walls

Action internals are very well
made and assembled; note
double-bents for safety

The Lincoln opens to a wide
gape for easy loading
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the second largest producer of over-andunder guns in Italy.

The monobloc breech is strong
and nicely jewelled

Barrels are straight, well polished and
nicely blacked. The raised ventilated rib
has a semi-circular cross-hatched top
surface to stop glare and an LPA optic
fibre front sight. Side ribs are solid, good
on a gun to be used in the field as well
as on the range as there’s no chance
for water to get trapped between the
tubes. The lightness of the smaller 20bore barrels means they don’t require
the weight-saving of ventilated ribs
to achieve a superb balance; the Elite
balances about 12mm in front of the
hinge point which gives that lovely
combination of fast swinging yet not
too flighty; a characteristic that will
be readily appreciated once you are
accustomed to the lighter overall weight.
I must admit that, being used to much
heavier clay guns, I was initially overleading some clays, but as I settled the
scores began to build.
The trigger pulls were nice enough
and it’s clear that the action is
assembled with care; I got on with the
trigger feel straight away.

Conclusion

I thoroughly enjoyed my time with the
Lincoln elite. I tackled a tricky pair of clays
travelling in opposite directions with the
second far enough away that some using
12s came away shaking their heads, and,
putting a half choke in the top barrel and
Eley CT 20 with 7.5 shot, I smashed those
long birds so convincingly it made up for
the closer targets I had flashed past earlier.
What a neat combination – swift, easy
handling, quick pointing and the ideal
balance ensuring that it’s a gun I know I
could quickly settle in well with.
If to be used mainly for clays, I
personally would opt for the 30-inch
barrels but for a mixture of game and
casual clays then either length is fine;
barrels always look longer in smaller
gauges anyway and point all the more
instinctively for that.
The Lincoln Elite is well constructed,
looks elegant and handles well. It is
sufficiently heavy to handle 28-gram clay
or game loads too, so no disadvantage
there and there is plenty of choice for
lighter loads too. Anyone thinking of
treating themselves to a lighter gun in
20-bore really should put this one on
their shortlist.
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The Lincoln comes with five
FAIR Technichoke tubes
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